
Our Flag stands for Liberty and 

Justice for all, with freedom of 

speech and press.

With thousands of indexed pictures and pages Who’s 

Who of hundreds of notable people 

and old families and years of research.

Most comprehensive, authoritative, up to date.

By Professor Wesley E. Arnold

Learn from History

Stop killing, abusing, 

hurting, destroying



This is the most comprehensive and authoritative history of Warren Michigan together with its 

archive having 30,000 pages of text and thousands of pictures. 

All facts presented are correct based on historic facts, scientific knowledge and observations. 

If anything should be proven otherwise a correction will be published. 

The author is a college professor and longest standing historian of Warren history who has often been 

quoted by others and has been a lifelong resident of Warren and Center Line.  He also has compiled 

more books (over 100) on our local history than any other historian.  

This history is good general reading for all ages.  Everything in it is decent.  

This book series has extensive references and an extensive bibliography.

There is a quick find index and an extensive index.

It has more pictures many in color than any other book on Warren Michigan History.

This history contains many books usually limited to 100 pages with text and 50 with pictures so that 

they can be easily downloaded, printed if desired and even easily bound with inexpensive bindings.  

This also allows for downloads to phones for those who don’t have a computer.

This book has a companion website with comprehensive details which is growing and allows for 

free and timely updates. The sites are at warrenhistory.us and dogoodforall.today

This series has already been welcomed by many parents and teachers.  

This is of course also a contemporary living history with a few contemporary Quotes and memes 

which may be considered opinions most commonly held. 

The purpose of this free book series is to help preserve our local history and American Way of 

Life.  It is dedicated to my brother and sister soldiers who fought for our freedom.

In general very little history is taught in our schools today.  We veterans find it a shame that many of 

our graduates don’t even know who we fought in WWII and why.  This book also includes some 

often-ignored factual observations which need to be stated. The compiler is a veteran who has the 

courage to present the truth even though it is not politically correct and puts his life at risk.

History is very important. Not the memorization of dates, names and places but rather for the 

practical experience and lessons it provides.  It is like a science experiment. We can see what 

humans do given various factors such as the effect of laws and enforcement or no enforcement.

To not learn from history often means repeating the mistakes of the past. To improve the present 

and future we need to be aware of what is going on, get all of the facts and then use wise 

management and science to solve problems to create a better life for all. 

Automation is here like it or not replacing humans in many jobs. We need wise management now.

We have started an IMPROVING THINGS FOR ALL THINK TANK to share ideas on how to 

create a better present and future. You are welcome to join (its free). Go to dogoodforall.today

website and click on Think Tank.  It is also on Facebook.

Because this work is so extensive I put 300 summary pages in easy downloadable books of 50 

pages each at the beginning which is followed by many articles by subject and additional books on 

specific topics so that the learner can have a general view of the subjects and be able to easily find 

more information on any topic without having to scan hundreds of pages.  Therefore we have six

50 page summary books at the very beginning. Download these first so they are always available.

1-50 51-100 101-150 151-200 201-250 251-300

FILES ARE ON THIS WEBSITE http://dogoodforall.today or  http://warrenhistory.us

Visit my website where there are over 5,000 Scholarships  and 60 drawings for scholarships 

that all you have to do is send them an email.  Also on my website are links to unclaimed 

property state and Federal.

You must see this video because it informs you about a huge change that is about to hit most of 

you. It is called “Humans Need Not Apply”  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Pq-S557XQU

Copyright 2020 Professor Wesley Edward Arnold Warren Michigan. Your Ideas are welcome send to 

wecare@dogoodforall.today http://scouthandbook.info http://easiestlanguage.info
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The full Quick find Index has moved to a separate document. This is a very limited summary 

of the most comprehensive free history archive also at dogoodforall.today or warrenhistory.us
abbreviations p=page ap=appendix CL=Center Line cem=cemetery Wrn=Warren  last number is location
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SEE FULL QUICK FINDER.

This here is only a very 

Brief part with only about 540 entries

The full Quick finder has almost 2240 

entries. But the full index has about 54,212 

entries and is growing. None of above 

count 15,660 yearbook pages.

8th grade final exam 58

1800 daily activities 30-34

1817 Warren map 20

1830s 77-80  1840-50s 35

1850s-1900  34-47

1869 map 23

1875 map N 24, S 25

1895 map 215

1900-1920 Census 1600

1916 map full 151,  N 152, S 153

1920s-1940s ice man 122-124

1948 phone book 10301

1950 phone book 5025

1930s pictures 49-52, 1950s 86

1977 Phone book 1300

40s Businesses 4900

696 Motor City Speedway  95

A Beginning & prehistory 8-12

a timeline Life on Earth 9

ABC 1930s Warehouse 76

Abel Warren  27, 28, 168

Activities of pioneers 17, 30-34

activities in 1800s 28-34

Actual St Clement Records 10400

Aerial of farm 157, 255, 256

Aerial Fitzgerald 1940s USO 70

Aerial Mound 1940s 69

Aerial Mound Warren Village 69

Aerial Red Run 70

Aerial Van Dyke 98

Aerial 1957 StClement 228

aerial 1970 StClement 231

Afghanistan Heroes  171

Ague 10, 18

air crash, needless 190

Alibi Bar speakeasy 97, 148

All Flowers in Seeds of Tomorrow 235

alternative to wars 35

Alton Grobbel 97

American way that soldiers died for 172

American, Proud to be an 192

Ample For All 196, 250,

ancestral life 13

animal, worst killer animal 18

animals extinct 8-12, 32

animals farm 31,44, 122

animals, wild 15

ant story important 14

attacks on settlers 13, 14 

Autos 73, 75, 82, 122, 127, 201-210

Autos Get a Horse roads 75

automation 95, 183-187, 278

Banks 56, 64, 66, 68, 78, 82, 86, 99

Barber Viviano 82

Bark hut 13

Barn dance 33, barn fence 30, 262

barn fire Qualmann 103

Baxter robot views p187 important they 

are taking over many human jobs

Bear Creek aerial 145

Beeliner 94

Bella Motel History Lessons 127

Ben Franklin, lessons 191

Be thankful for what you got “Life” 220

Bechuel block 229

Beginning, time 8

Behold and see 216

Behrns farm 114, 268

Bel-Air ad 98

Bibliography 1000-1010, 1897

Bidell-GreenWeier Indian Cem 129

Bill of Rights 17

Bi-Lo down 99

birds eating crops 28

blind pigs 160

Boblo 211-214

Bodega, B &B, Chatham 99

Book Be A Success with Proven Success 

Practices 288-298

Boondogglers 247

Bowling, ships 84

brick, historian 93

brick, WARCO 160, 28

brick making companies 28, 43, 160

bridge fail bus down 81

British 16 exit 16

Bromze Star medals 168-199 

Brownes Bro dairy 81, 99,177

Buggys 36, 53, 60

Buchel 55, 85, 86

Buechel block 57 85, 86

Bunert Farm 28, 43-49, 57, 73

Bunert House bright color 44,57

Bunert School Museum 160-166 

Bunert Schools, Education 57-59

Bunert school 4, 33,,43, 57,  58, 82, 89, 

98, 162-166

Burlers Alibi, Louie's 148

Bus, trailways, Weisner 61, 86

Busch High School every graduate 

Book 112 page 12, 201

Busch School 5976, 81, 82

Busch School Band76

Businesses by Street 80 pages 4700

Businesses in 40s 59 pages 4800

Businesses Old 18, 39, 40, 54-56, 75-88, 

158-160 , 363

Businesses Who's Who Businesses p4600

Businesses Van Dyke 14 p 43f 467-481

Businesses Book 50s p5300

Cadillac A.M 10

Carem board 183

Castle, Warren’s 146

Causes of death of Warren res 2000

Celtic Cross oldest Center Line Prot church 

136, 237

Cem Bidell-GreenWeier Indian  129

Cemeteries 129-138

All Burials by Year 10101 in StClement 

pioneer cem every stone with locations

Cemetery StClement Index for every 

known burial with locations 120 pages  

EVERY STONE & GRAVE INDEXED 

wirh LOCATIONS 6,500 fotos p9000

All Warren Union Stones 3100

All Warren Union Stones 480 pages long,

starts on page 3100

alltimefavoritecars 206

Also see Book 21 Pioneer Cemeteries of 

Warren Township, History, Civil War 

Veterans,  91pages starts on page 2100.

Cemetery StClement views 35, 130

Cemetery Children, plants, cemetery docs, 

harmful rules, Indian Cem 26p 2060-86

Census 1830-1870 99p 1400

Census 1870-1890  pages 1501-1588  

88pages long 54, 56

Census 1900-1920 99pages 56, p1600

Center Line 1800 Families 70p 2331

Center Line 1922 73

Center Line 1950 fone book 5000

Center Line 55, 73, 85, 86, 88, 94

Center Line Fotos 5100

Center Line High School = CLHS

CLHS every Senior 1955-1971 95p

CLHS every Senior 1972-1980  90p

CLHS every Senior 1981-2007 105p

CLHS every Senior 2008-2018 47p

CL StClement HS every one 72p

Center Line WWII memorial 93

Center Line History 100p p5200

Center Line Picts 82p p5100

Center Line views 55, 73, 75, 77, 78, 81, 

85,88,  91-94, 97, 99, 104,177

Churches & Religion 222-243

When Churches founded 1111, 1096

City Halls 150

Civil War (actually uncivil) 35

Clem’s Pour House speakeasy 160

CLFD and volunteers 101-106, 1707

Clothing   32, 38, 52, 71, 79

Cooking 28, 38, 125, 126, 

Constitution, Human Rights 17

Contemporary History 183-188, 276-279

Cornfield Tech Plaza 157

Country Stores 246

Courtesy Gas Service 280-281

Cougar 12 hunters 18

Country store 64, 65, 68, 246

Ma the Cow fell into well 193

Cramer house 55

creek 37, 141 ice skating, sliding 33
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Crops 35, 282-284

Death records Honor Roll WWII 1901

Death, causes 1800s 60p 2001

Diaries, farmer’s 1800s 3401-4298

dinosaur flying 8, 12

dirt Van Dyke 62, 63, 227

Drive-ins 98, 177

doctors 1800s, 1900s 40

Dymaxion World Map, Globe 251

Earth 8, earthquake 193

Efficient Transportation 285

Electric scooters, cars 285, 287

Einstein 191, 297

electric car 61, 285, 287

Ellis School 59, 147

endnotes and references 1000- 1011

Epitaphs 216-221

events, places liked 176, 177-182, 86, 

197-211-214

Families 36, 37, 51, 269, TV 124 

Farming 51, 55, 64-68, 80-82, 157, 253-

271 book 11p 534 and Our Local Farms 

book112 83p 11201

Favorite Stores 177

Favorite Trips of old days 176

Fire fighting 88, 97, 101-113

fire chute 101

Fires Statewide 193

First land buyers 21-22

Flag  American way 172

find money links for you 191

Food prices 76, 77, 88, 91, 92, 98,  146

Freedom Isn't free Arlington 127, 173 

French, British 14, 16, 20p 5942

Garaway Dave Peace Hand 92

Gas 85, 87, 97, 99 waiting line 92

Getting Knowledge 149

Geitan Marku 6

Geodesic Dome 186, 188

George Binson 6

George Pierrot 94

Gerlach Store 99

Gies Henry 231

Gietzen house  147

Gilette house 80

Gemmill Fred 43

GMTC, 124, 145, 150,157

Golden Rule color 235

golf cart 285

Good Humor man 86, 177

Government’s duty 189

Governor Fitzgerald  6

graphene 71, 186

graphophone 53

Gravel roads 43, 45, 92

Grobbel Alton 97, 150

Groesbeck house 80, 268

gun safety class 88, 94

Halmich 80, 253

Hanselman 6, 150

harvesting by horses 34, 270

harvesting bee by hand 270

Harwood lumber 82

Hawking Stephen 192

Hazelton, Homer 96

Hazen, Paul 6, 99

Headlines 197-200

hero is 192

Hero soldiers 170-171

Heroes 1940-1950 631

Heroes 1955-1975 693

Heroes Afghanistan 720

Heroes Iraq 701

Heroes-1939 621

Heroes Vignettes Heroes 97pages p740

Hi-Lo Clipper 150, 177

Historic sites 26, 57, 147, 154

Historical Markers 47p 4400

Historical memorials 70p book 4500

Hometown Heroes 147

Honored Historians 274, 275

Hope is the guiding star that lights-

the path for all 216

horse drawn trolly 31 74

horses 31-37, 55, 66, 67, 84, 179, 254

horse meat 66

Hotel 66, 161, 390

Houses, older 55, 139

Howard Johnsons 94, now Haney’s

Hudson 61, 75, 84, 201, 203

Human Rights 17 very important

Humane 100, 127, 196, 250, 288, 296

Hungry children 189 in Warren

hunting 10, 13, 14, 33, 39

Ice 53, 75, 88, 94, 122

Ice Cream 161, 178, 177

Improving Things Think-tank 100

Indians 10-16, 30, 46, 86, 315

International Vocabulary, Easy 190, 

299

inventions of 1800s 8p 335

Items popular mail order 245, 97,114,331

J & J Vending 86

J E Grissom auto 94

Jefferson Ideas 272, 273

JFK 96, 167

Kaltz House 147

Kayo 20ȼ gas 229

kids hug dad’s stone 192

Kim, In Chul soldier 6

Kindness like Ice Cream 127, 297

Kindness opportunity 196, 250, 298

Kindness, Wisdom, Science 50,196, 298

Korean war 96

Kramer Homes 124

Kunrod's Corners 28, 34

Lessons of History  127, 276-9, 299

Liberty Theater 76, 83, 92, 172, 177

libraries 92, 149

Lifesaving Language 190, 299

fifty five Local Locals p359

log cabins 29, 38, 55, 156, 161

logging 28, 33, 36, 39

Louie’s Bar speakeasy 97, 148

Love Kindness, Wisdom 250

Love Makes things a Little Easier 235

Lutz Blacksmith 40

Macomb Co Histories 5800

Macomb Community College 149

Macomb County Pictures 34p 5700

History of Macomb County on p 5735 

Macomb Historic Fotos 21p 5900

Macomb County Directory 1859 23p 1755

MaGuire Pvt John stone 6

mail 34, 43

Make Difference 127

mansions 90, 144

map 1817 survey 20

map 1869  23

map 1875 N 24, S 25

map 1895 215

map 1916 full 151, N 152, S 153

map World Dymaxion 251

map NE America 16

map Warren Village 42

Martial Law 104

Mason carriage factory 80

mass transit 188

Michigan Farmer Diary 3,401 - 4,298

Michigan State Fair 178-182

Miller Tavern 55, 63

mind like garden 297

Minda cabin 29, 30, 37

Misc. fotos 79-99, 161

Model T 73, 75, 201

Moore store 66, 68,  87, 361

Moravian Indians 18

Motor Buggy 286

Motor City Theater, Rink 83

Mound 64-68, 78, 79, 236, 379-383

mudville 75

Mueller, Kayla 243, 297

Murthum barn 80, 161

Music 55, 68, 83, 97, 177, 252

Nature Area Bear Creek 141-143

Neenay Saved Governor's Life 598

Newspapers Articles 16 p p4300

Occupations 1830-1920 54, 56

Offer house Cabin 38

old Post Office 67, 147

Old Things 51-53

Old Time Music Links 1353

Older StClement stones 9400

Oldest Cemetery for fill dirt 129

opinions commonly held 1275, 191

Opportunity for Kindness 191, 196

Osowski Bear Creek 90, 144

Other Warrens 1350

Our Local Farms 11201

Pearl Harbor attack 93, 123, 124

Peck store 64, 66, 68, 87, 405

People 168-171

Petosky pebble 8

Phils barber shop 78

picnic 1910 see chaperone 88

Pied Piper Pizza Peddler 83, 176

Pioneer Cemeteries book 91p 2100

Piper, Walter C. 40, 74

planked road 27

plowing 30, 34, 55, 263, 271

Plunkett, Ellis, Busch School 59



Pontiac, Chief 16

population 1837-1845  34

population 1850-1904 40

population 1972, 1980 95

population in 1800s 34

Pre America-History Book 139 13901

prehistory 8-14,  life, rock layers 4p 401

Prohibition 160

Prop Shop 97, 158

Perovskite important new use 186

Public School Diploma 89

Proud to be an American 192

Qualmann 75, 82, 97, 114, 410

Quanset housing 123, 161

railroad 34, 35, 55, 94, 95, 117-121

rain water 33

ration card 124

Real Rivard 78

record player 127

recreation in 1800s 33, 34

red lights 160

Red Run 37

religions 235, 240-243

Religions are but myths 216

Reminisces re Businesses  97 pages 10900

Reminisces re Happenings 96 pages 11000

Reminisces re Old Days 90 pages 11100

RFID chips 183, 185

Richest Township 88, 124

Riding horses, Buggies, wagons 36, 37

Rinke 65, 158,255

Rinke Farm 65, 76, 81, 255-262

Rinke Motors 76, 78, 81,158

Rinkeland 65, 255

Rivard Farm / business 115,116

Roads 33, 43, 75, 79, 91, 92

Robinsons’ Dept Store 79

Robots 187, 278

Roboto 276

roller skating 177 Motor City

Romanski building 91

Ronnies Drive in 98

Rudy Museum 147

Rule by Brute Force vs Law 16

Rulers And Public Officials 414-435

Ryan Road 75, 91

Ryan Riding Stable 123

Ryan Theater 84

S&N greenstamps 97

sawmills 28, 34, 39, 201

Schoenherr 92, 267 cut 57

Schoensee Market 88, 147

Schools 89, 165,  166, 231

Schultz, George 123

Schusters 81, 87, 160

Scouting  85, 125, 126, 394 

Sears Houses 244

sheriff 28

Silver Star medals 168-199 + Who.s Who

Sites Historic 26, 57, 147, 154

Sleighs, autos, trolleys  33, 60-61, 285

Smith Chief Norman 167, 104

Smith Store 65

Soldier in mud 96

Soldiers at Warren Union Cem 3075

Speakeasys l 97

Speedway, Motor City  95

spinning 32, 71

split rail fence, barn 30

square dance 92

SS Put in Bay 84

St Ann 222-226

StClement Band 92

St Clement church 62, 222, 226-233

St Clement High every graduate 

St Clement Cem 35, 130-137, 231

StClement Cem Index locations 9000

Ever gravestone 2200-2999 +

St Clement Death Records 10400

St Clement Death Records 120p 10700

St Clement Records by Year 2204

St Clement Stories 13601 

St Clement Children 83 pages

St Clement school 59, 94

St Mark 222- 225 238, 240

St Paul 64, 68, 222, 235-239

Stan Midgley 94

Star Reporter 94

State Fair  97, 176,178-182

State Road 23-26, 34

Statewide Fires 193

steam Engine 34, 46, 92, 119

Steam locomotive 117, 119, 285

steam tractor 39, 44-46, 67, 267,285

steel mill Mound Rd 94

Steroscope 53, 149

Stilwell Harold 78, 122

stove 53, 55, 97

State Police house 90

Streets Who named after p1801

stuck in mud 75, 201

suffrage 75

Survey 1817 18-20, 55, 61,72, 1237

Tastee-freez 146, 176

tax bill of 1869. 65

technology 8, 13, 78, 94, 95, 114, 183-188

Ted Bates 111 helicopter 91

telephone 44, 53, 66, 88, 149 booth 184

Texico 76-80, 91, 92

texting result 185, 298

Theisen house 65, 97, 147

Theme harness shop 67

timeline of life 9

tin smith makings 40

tip Clown Car 92

to Teach 59

Tompkins Ice Cream 79, 176

Tom Sieger 6

tools 30, 38, 51, 53

Towne Club Pop 146

Township hall fire station 85, 128

Tractor 43, 44, 52

tractor couple 161, 256

tractor, gas 68, 266 

trailer home 1939 80, war 91

Train stations 43, 61

Train Travel 119, 121

Transportation 60, 61

Trolleys 61, 74, 228, 285

Truck 67, 77, 79, 81, 88, 91, 95

truth, the only, is science 216

tub 53 water heater 245

TV 95, 96, 124, 85, 124

Twin Pines 86, 88, 92

Unemployment highest in nation 198

Universal Mall 150, 177

Unknown soldier 131, 132, 217, 441

USPO many fotos 16p 16f 451-6

Vandale Theater 83

Van Dyke 55, 62-3, 73-79, 81-86, 94, 177

Van Dyke Businesses 467, 473-487

Veteran, thank a 192

Veterans Park, misc fotos 11p 16f 502

Victrola 122

Vietnam 96

Village barn 224, 237

Village Book Exchange 97, 148, 159

Village/City halls  150, 155, 156

Village Rug 41

wagon 34, 60, 61, 97, 265

Warren Co-op 66

Wrn Fire Dept 87, 97, 110-113 128, 155

Warren Police Dept 128

Warren Richest Township 88

Warren Union Cemetery 3000-4000

Wrn Village 64-70, 87-8, 92, 154-155, 

237, 528 Village Vehicles 67

Wars 173-175, 603

Water Tower, Center Line 85, 86

Weather Extremes 193, 589  

Who's Who of our notables 17,001

Who's Who of historic Families 12,001

Wiegand store 94

wilderness stream 10, 140

wildlife 1700s 10 

Wm Leroy horse shoeing 73

Wilson Mill-Warren Co-op 66, 521

windmill 51, 122, 229

Wisdom, Science 196

Wolf Hardware 76, 85, 86

World War I 75, War II 123, 124, 1223

YEARBOOKS every Busch, Centerline 

HS, St Clement S. now have 15,660 pages

Youngs Greenhouse Castle 146

Zott Ma and Nelson 76, 78, 81

Prof Wesley Arnold's most important 

work is a 40 p booklet capable of saving 

lives entitled “Be a Success with Proven 

Success Practices.” 

The Easiest Language with University 

Research, International words 2 way 

dictionary 74p Scientifically Selected 

words. English to International Vocabulary 

Cell Phone Dictionary 200 small pages

His doctoral work Modern Languages 

compared 81 pages

Workable Solutions To The Problems Of 

Our Time 112 p

Let's Create a Better Life For All 10 pages

Saving Our  American  Freedom 20 pages
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Check out the two big Who’s Whos which have important information on our families and on 

notable people.  You can get to them on direct links to the page of their alphabetic listing starting  at 

12,001 for Family Who’s Who and  page 17,001 for Individual persons. Here are a few of the 

people listed.  They do not have to be dead. If you know of a person you want listed just send their 

bio to wecare@dogoodforall.today.      Can you name these below?

Get your notable persons into the Who’s Who of Center Line and Warren history which is going to 

Library of Congress so their ggggrandchildren can read about them. If you don’t they will be 

forgotten.  99% of the persons in our local cemeteries are now forgotten.

This old guy hung around 

Hometown Heroes Internet 

Pub a lot collecting histories.
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See pages 3,401 - 4,298.    From over a thousand pages of original handwritten daily diaries is:

Daily Diaries of a Michigan Farmer 1868-1902
No other books have this rare intimate look into the daily lives and activities in the 1800s. Historian Educator Wesley E. 

Arnold’s great Uncle Daniel J Stewart took the time to record his families and his Michigan communities' daily lives.

Stewarts and

relatives

Take a 

minute to put names on back of fotos
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Quetzalcoatlus

26 feet long 

Where does history start?  At the beginning but we don’t know when or where that was.  

There is much more that we don’t know than we actually know. Much of what we think we 

know may or may not be true. Scientists find the truth. I teach technology at a college. 

Computers and humans both need accurate information. Scientists, Judges, Jurys, and News 

Investigative Reporters don’t accept hearsay, opinions, or information from uneducated and 

unverified sources. The best way to get accurate information is to be skeptical and ask 

enough of the right questions to get all of the important facts. Beware of half-truths as the 

world is full of them. Insufficient fact gathering, thinking and caring are the major causes of 

suffering. So for this book I have often used several sources and tried to verify everything.[1] 

And I also include additional important information such as the real big picture and 

perspective.  Here is what is known. Our spaceship Earth is 4.5 billion years old.[2,3,4,5] 

Scientists say there have been at least 5 major extinctions of life here.[6] Earth is a mere tiny 

tiny tiny speck in the Cosmos of billions of galaxies.[7] Does that make you feel small. But 

also keep in mind there are billions of microscopic things and forms of life much smaller 

than us.  By perspective of size perhaps we are somewhere in the middle.  It is the same with 

the dimension of time.  Humans have been here a few hundred thousand years which is 

almost nothing compared to the Universe which supposedly at least 13.8 billion years 

old.[8,9] The Michigan state stone is the Petoskey pebble which is a fossil of a coral (see 

above blue picture)[10] which lived here over 364 million years ago. There is much future 

ahead but yet the time is always NOW. And there are many more scientifically proven 

dimensions but enough of the big picture for now as I am reporting on our history and what 

we can learn from it.  It is most important that we learn from history and not make mistakes 

we made in the past because our survival depends on learning.  And most learning is 

accomplished by looking at what happened, which is history.  Science is learning from 

history and science along with caring, cooperation and good management has done more for 

mankind than anything else and your life depends on it.  Applied science is technology 

(which I teach at college level) 

Technology has put so much power into individual’s hands that a few individuals not acting 

responsibly and humanely can cause the extinction of mankind.  Seriously.  Example the 

nuclear hair trigger the big nations are presently on. And the lack of research which can 

allow a pandemic not to be stopped. The 2020 state of global warming scientific reports 

which shows Gretta Thunberg is right.  Even one individual not acting with care for other 

humans can cause millions of deaths.  Example terrorist with nuclear bomb in a suitcase. 

(And yes enough material has been stolen that this is possible. OMG!) And yes they can be 

fit into a suitcase.  So a theme of this history book includes a look at ethics and at the idea 

that Humans are (or should be) humane[12] and I label those who aren’t monsters. Us 

veterans know about these things often first hand and we at least have the courage to speak 

up for decency and human rights. Learning from the past is of the highest importance for the 

future. And facilitating that is the purpose of this book and archive.

Citations are the numbers in brackets above leading to the extensive References in  

Appendix. 
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Pre-history beneath our feet mya = millions of years ago Last 10,000 years Top soil SE Michigan area 

covered with forests, prairies, swamps, taiga, tundra down 10 inches to 100 feet Glacial deposits clay, silt, 

sand gravel, boulders Late Pleistocene 1-2 mya early humans appear Ice age 11,000 years ago a major 

extinction of North America's mammals occurred possibly due to an extraterrestrial impact or over hunting. 

Losses included the woolly mammoths, mastodons, giant beavers, giant ground sloths, saber-toothed cats, 

North American camel and miniature horse. 60-100 mya Rocky mountains formed Dinosaurs become 

extinct Flowering plants appear 152-200 mya Layers of Jurassic was sandstone and limestone eroded away 

no longer here Napoleon sandstone down about 100 feet about 150 feet thick varies Marshall sandstone 

150 feet thick varies from Mississippian 290 mya Coldwater shale may be some gas, oil water can be at 

almost any level due cracks 300-1300 ft thick 200 mya super continent Pangaea breaks up Michigan has 

traveled from equator to S pole 230 Dinosaurs appear 210 Mammals appear 205 Birds appear 252 mya

Permian–Triassic extinction Earth's largest extinction killed 96% of all species 70% of land species, 

including insects).even the successful marine arthropod, the trilobite became extinct. Sunbury shale, Berea 

sandstone, Bedford shale, Antrim shale 100-3000 feet thick varies Devonian Traverse group some eroded, 

Ten Mile Creek dolomite some erosion 200 feet thick varies Traverse silica 300-600 feet varies, Dundee 

limestone 400 mya Detroit River group Anderson, Amherstburg sand stone Appalachian Mountains formed 

Boris blanc formation Bass Island group Raisin River dolomite, Put-In-Bay dolomite Salina Group salt 

1200 feet down several layers of evaporate and carbonate split gypsum 30-3000 ft dolomite oil gas some 

deadly poison gas 423-445 mya Niagara brown, gray, white niagaran Clinton shale with oil and gas 980 

feet thick varies these are from the Silurian period 423-445 mya Cataract cabbot head shale, mantoulin

dolomite 100-2000 ft Richmond queenstown shale 960 ft Eden utica shale, collingwood shale oil gas 

Trenton black river oil, gas St Peter sandstone There have been 5 major extinctions of life on Earth 

shakopee dolomite prarue du chen richmond sand stone omeota dolomite and oil, tremealeau formation 

jordan sandsstone, looi dolomite St lawrence dolomite, lake superior franconia sandstone Dresbach 

sandstone Eau Claire FM Mount Simon sandstone, Jacobsville sandstone Earth becomes ice ball several 

times 500-4,500 mya pre cambrian igneous metamorphic sedimentary rocks 19,000 feet thick varies above 

unknown igneous and metamorphic rocks below total thickness of crust is 20-30 miles. Below the crust is 

the mantle made of peridotite rock denser than granite. Above is less than 1% of earth’s volume. The 

deeper into the mantel the hotter, denser and more plastic the rock becomes. source Wikipedia
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The area our city is on has been on several different continents, has been over the south pole and 

over the equator long before its present location.  It has been red hot rock, dry crust, dry desert, 

tropical rainforest, under seas, under glaciers a mile thick, part of a frozen planet Earth, eroded by 

water, wind.  The miniature horses, camels, giant sloth, saber tooth tiger and dinosaurs died off 

millions of years ago.  Under us are remains of the Killarney mountains of the upper peninsula 

carried here by several glaciers. The last glaciation ended 11,000 years ago[13] Around that time 

Paleo-Indian peoples had walked here hunting the caribou and later Eastern Elk now extinct. The 

climate gradually warmed Boreal grass then forests appeared  pines, spruce, larch, then Aspen, 

Birch, Cottonwood grasses mosses appeared as the climate warmed. Then came the deciduous 

Great Lakes forests we see here. New animals abounded. There were big herds of deer, buffalo, 

pigs, turkeys, bear, wolves. foxes, cougars, bob cats, lots of fish and hundreds of other species of 

animals. The sky would become dark with the flocks of birds. Pigeons were so numerous that they 

could be hunted with a stick. Colorful song birds charmed the wilderness with their calls. Swans 

and geese foraged in the shallows. Stated A M Cadillac in 1701[15] Indians hunted, fished  Waters 

were so pure one could see the bottom of Lake St Clair and the Detroit River. A few were to be 

feared such as the wolf, bear, cougar who avoided humans but they would get your chickens.  The 

worst animal of all was here in the billions and killed more people than wars ever did. The 

mosquito spread diseases and ague which is like malaria.  This disease could disable a strong man 

in just a few days. Many a pioneer suffered greatly.  Rats, mice and insects also spread disease 

and still do.   Part of this work are the Diaries of Daniel J Stewart a Michigan Farmer.[19] These 

recorded the actual daily life, happenings, weather from 1872-1902 etc. Dan was a strong man 

who worked hard every day with hard manual labor on a farm without electricity and modern 

convivences, but the ague sometimes made him nearly a vegetable.  Before 1920 there were no 

good medicines, pain killers or doctors with real good medical knowledge. Now we have good 

medicines. But we are being ripped off by excessive drug and medical prices.  Americans pay 2-

100 times more for the same items as people do in other countries.[20] Capitalism has failed to 

regulate itself and as with 30 other countries all poorer than us who have better, affordable 

universal health care because the government put an end to rip offs and insisted on fair pricing. 

Primitive peoples often made forts to protect their village against attackers. Today we are not 

prepared against potential threats. Our army is overseas and our police can sometimes be 

overcome.  In Israel almost every citizen is also trained for emergencies and all of the young 

people are trained to protect the country. They go to training in which they learn responsibility 

and what to do in emergencies. In America it sadly appears that our young have no emergency 

training and are not prepared or have acquired the necessary maturity and responsibility. That 

leaves us aging veterans to step up should there be a crisis but there is no planning or 

preparedness to allow us to even do that. Let’s make

our country prepared to handle emergencies. 

We can do that.  It would be a win win for all.
10
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Our ancestors did this for 50,000 years until they learned how to use the scientific method, learned from it 

then wrote down knowledge for the young to learn from.  But when they learned to share it and use it for 

the common good, they advanced much faster than before. Love and Kindness, the spirit of community and 

Knowledge are the life blood of civilization when all work for the benefit of all.

For hundreds of thousands of years mankind’s highest technology tool was the stone but after the 

use of science and writing, with cooperation and community advancement and prosperity occurred 

rapidly but it may still take Gorts to stop the endless killing by humans.[21]
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A sad fact of history is that killing often of innocent[32]

persons has been done for thousands of years even up to 

present time. It is like two ant hills a few feet apart.  One 

day an ant bumps in to one from the other colony and 

starts fighting.  Soon other ants from both colonies 

discover them fighting and join in the fight.  Soon both 

colonies are totally involved in killing each other.  They  

painfully battle for days until both colonies are wiped out. 

Why? They really have nothing against each other and 

above all there is plenty of food to support both colonies. 

There is really no reason to kill each other.  Also just like 

two soldiers bayonetting each other at the same time.  

They have nothing against each other. Why?  If we learn 

from history, we can see that there are much better ways 

of resolving disputes than killing.  We can now put laws 

and policing in effect to handle things without killing.  It 

is called civilization. The Iroquois massacred nearly[33]

everyone in Michigan in mid 1600 causing it to become a 

depopulated no-mans-land.  Many of the Europeans 

cheated the Indians, killed them and moved in on their 

lands. The French held power from 1600-1760 when 

France lost a war with the British. Cadillac had set up a 

fort in Detroit in 1701. The French and the British both 

bought furs and scalps and paid for them with scalping 

knives, tomahawks, blankets, pots, guns and whiskey. The 

Indians adopted many European ways and became 

dependent on them. Indians would even dig up corpses 

and scalp them to get whiskey and they could not handle 

whiskey well, leading to excessive killing and 

debauchery. (Historian Silas farmer) [34]

No settler was safe. Hundreds were killed and scalped 

even children although some children were used as slaves. 

By 1710 nearly 6000 Indians from many tribes were[35]

visiting near the area of the Fort at Detroit trying to get 

the French to give them things. This meant that they were 

hunting in Warren. When the British took over Detroit in 

1760 things went from bad to worse.  The Indians were 

used to getting paid for furs but the British paid less and 

quit buying furs for awhile, but they were buying scalps. 

This was a terrible time in history.

SIDEWALK
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The British armed the Indians and led them on 
raiding parties where they killed thousands of 
Indians and American settlers. They bought 
scalps. They earned the title “The Bloody 
British” Hundreds of settlers were murdered. 
Michigan, Ohio and Indiana were the frontier and 
the Indians ruled with vengeance because they 
were being paid to kill.  European diseases 
decimated the Indian population.  But in late 
April 1763 Ottawa chief Pontiac called a grand 
council of the tribes in the vicinity of Detroit and 
urged them to join him in an attack upon the 
British fort.  Thousands of Indians gathered[22]

around the Fort at Detroit to get things they could 
not make on their own from the French and later 
British. But the British were not buying furs just 
scalps.  Pontiac’s attack was foiled but the 
Indians who had become dependent on European 
goods and whisky hung around for years often 
begging or stealing.[23] The Indians were cheated 
out of their lands, and repeatedly displaced. 
Sometimes even peaceful Indians were murdered.  
It was rule by brute force.

To discourage settlers, rumors were spread 
that the area was impassable swamp.  Out east the 
colonies of the British had grown in population.  
The farmers there wanted to move to the frontier 
to get new better land.  Little by little they were 
expanding westward.  The  British taxed and 
charged interest to the Americans. The bank of 
England would not let the Americans print their 
own currency rather they charged interest on use 
of Bank of England currency.  It was a scheme to 
keep the bankers in England rich. The British 
bullied the colonists, enforced unfair laws, 
invaded  homes, interfered with local businesses, 
taxed drinks and shot citizens. [24]

Americans rebelled against this tyranny.  We 
fought wars against the French, British and 
Indians with farmer minutemen patriots as 
soldiers against better trained and armed forces 
who often outnumbered us and we won.  There 
are many good books on The American 
Revolution and online.
The British did not leave until 1815 after we beat 
them again during the war of 1812.  Many 
innocent people were murdered. [25]The frontier 
was not a safe place to live.

Minutemen ordinary people who were ready

on a minute’s notice to fight for freedom.
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The following is very important.  We Americans 

formed a government of the people, for the people 

under our Constitution.  This Government has three 

branches which counter check each other to stop any 

one group from gaining too much power.  The Bill of 

Rights was approved to give us specific freedoms.[26]

First Amendment guarantees the freedom of religion, 

of speech, of the press, of assembly, and of petition 

to the government for redress of grievances.  Second 

Amendment gives us the right to bear arms openly; 

Third Amendment freedom from quartering soldiers 

in a house without owner's consent; Fourth 

Amendment protects people against unreasonable 

search and seizure. No searches without a warrant or 

probable cause. This is also about privacy that people 

are supposed to be entitled to have their homes and 

personal effects private and free from searches.  Fifth 

Amendment no person shall be held for "a capital or 

otherwise infamous crime" without indictment, be 

twice put in jeopardy of life or limb for the same 

offense, be compelled to testify against himself, or 

"be deprived of life, liberty, or property without due 

process of law." It also prohibits government from 

taking private property without "just compensation,” 

Sixth Amendment guarantees the right of speedy and 

public trial by an impartial jury in all criminal 

proceedings and the right to have legal counsel for the 

accused and guarantees that the accused may require 

witnesses to attend the trial and testify in the presence 

of the accused. It also guarantees the accused a right 

to know the charges against him. The seventh  

Amendment guarantees right of trial by jury in almost 

all civil cases. 8thAmendment: Excessive bail, fines 

"cruel and unusual" punishment is prohibited.  We 

need to be alert for threats to our rights and be 

prepared to defend our freedoms. The Patriot Act 
[27]and Military Commissions Act [28]took away some 

of these rights many feel unconstitutionally.  The feds 

now record our phone calls and Internet usage, 

financial transactions daily and put our pictures, 

actions, locations, contacts and our private 

information into big databases. (CBS NEWS 29)  

There is also now surveillance of citizens from many 

cameras in and outside of buildings which can output 

into face recognition software and your comings and 

goings can now be tracked and stored in databases.  

Tiny RFID chips the size of this . ← are being placed 

in everything so that  everything will be trackable. [30]

Human Rights have become very important and 

because they are being ignored people are suffering 

and dying here and around the world.  That is 

unnecessary, inhumane, and absolutely unacceptable 

at this time in history. Most countries have agreed to 

The Universal Declaration Of Human Rights [35] It 

states “All human beings are born free and equal in 

dignity and rights” and should act towards one 

another in a spirit of brotherhood” 

Here are some of the rights in the UDHR which has 

been accepted by most nations:  Everyone has the 

right to life, liberty and security of person, not to be 

held in slavery or servitude, or be subjected to torture, 

No arbitrary arrest, be presumed innocent until proved 

guilty in a public fair trial, privacy, freedom of 

movement. to leave any country, and to return, to seek 

and to enjoy asylum, to change nationality, Men and 

women equal right to marry and divorce, and during 

marriage by free and full consent of spouses, to own 

property. Not be deprived of his property. Right to 

freedom of thought, conscience and religion; freedom 

to change religion, right to freedom of opinion and 

expression; receive and impart information and ideas 

through any media, of peaceful assembly and 

association. Freely chose representatives to 

government, right to work, choice of employment, 

favorable conditions of work protection against 

unemployment, equal pay for equal work. Everyone 

who works has the right to just and favorable 

remuneration ensuring for himself and his family an 

existence worthy of human dignity, reasonable 

limitation of working hours and periodic holidays 

with pay and to a standard of living adequate for the 

health and well-being of himself and of his family, 

including food, clothing, housing and medical care 

and necessary social services, and the right to security 

in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability, 

widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood in 

circumstances beyond his control. Everyone has the 

right to education. Education shall be free, the 

elementary and fundamental stages. Elementary 

education shall be compulsory. Technical and 

professional education shall be made generally 

available and higher education shall be equally 

accessible to all on the basis of merit.  Education shall 

be directed to the full development of the human 

personality and to the strengthening of respect for 

human rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall 

promote understanding, tolerance and friendship 

among all nations, racial or religious groups. All have 

right to share in scientific advancement and its 

benefits.  See full document in appendix.
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Joseph Wampler surveyed the territory now known 

as Warren in 1817. [36] He found a lot of swamp 

areas; several prairies and the rest was forested. 
[37]He found the area of Warren Village occupied 

by a few squatters and some Indians.  By 1818 

when Macomb County was formed our ancestors 

had defeated the French, Spanish, British, British 

bankers and Indians and established a government 

with rule of law replacing the rule of brute force 

that had reined for thousands of years. Pioneers 

could now settle in our area without fear of attacks 

by Indians.[38] Of course they had to take steps to 

protect themselves from wolves, big wild cats, 

bears, bison, and other varmints. There were 

billions of mosquitoes which not only were a 

nuisance but also caused ague also known as 

malaria with its terrible weakness, chills and other 

debilitating effects.  The first settlers arrived by 

canoe and later by foot.  Much later as trails were 

converted into roads they arrived by horseback, 

wagon, stage and later by rail.  The first thing the 

settler did was locate his land using landmarks and 

measurements. See list of first land buyers in next 

page.  Pioneers began reclaiming the land from the 

wilderness. Settlers had to first make temporary 

lean-to shelters to protect them from wild animals 

and other men. They had to secure a source of 

water then clear land to plant crops between the 

stumps. Later they built better cabins, houses and 

barns. Gradually the forest wilderness was 

converted to rough stump farms.  The main path 

was the State road (Sherwood)[39] which was part 

of the first road in Michigan built by wonderful 

Christian Moravian Indians in 1786 [40]

Farming between the stumps
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Picture of first surveyer’s notes 1817 showing an “Indian 

path”



1817 surveyors sketch of Warren Township  Note Indian trail by what is now Sherwood.
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Adams, Charles 1837

Aldrich, Asquire 1837

Alexander, Gilman 1837

Ambrose, Ruel 1837,8

Avette, Felix 1835

Bailey, William 1837

Barber, Wilson 1837

Barker, Benjamin 1837

Barrows, Charles 1835

Barton, Isaac w 1834

Barton, John h 1835

Beufait, Louis 1835

Beufait, Vital 1835

Bird, Joseph 1837,8

Bolam, George 1835

Brown, Cullen 1838

Bruce, James n 1835,7

Bruce, Thomas 1835

Bryant, Loring 1837

Buell, Samuel 1837

Burtis, John 1839

Burton, Ira 1835

Burton, John h 1837

Butler, Patrick 1835

Butler, Tertullus 1837

Campbell, Alexander 1835

Canto, John 1835

Carpenter, William 1837

Chase, David 1838

Chase, Jonathan 1837

Chicoine, Hubert 1837

Clark, Elias 1837

Colton, Almon 1837

Conant, Shubael 1837

Cook, John 1837

Cook, Levi 1837

Corey, Harris 1837

Crane, James g 1837

Crouly, Michael 1837

Cummins, Michael 1838

Curtis, Israel 1831

Dalton, Michael 1844

Davison, Enoch 1837

Davison, Joseph 1837

Day, Willet c 1835

Denison, Mercy 1835

Desgrandchamps, Celestin

& Pierre 1839, Francois 

1835

Desnoyers, Peter 1837

Dorsey, William 1837

Doty, Ellis 1837

Doty, Henry 1837

Dullea, Maurice 1838

Eggert, John 1835

Evans, Anna 1839

Ewers, Alvah 1837

Fassett, Charles 1837

Fisk, George w 1837

French, Joel 1837

Gibbs, Samuel 1837

Gies, Henry 1835

Gillet, Peter 1833

Giron, Joseph 11835

Glazier, Jenison 1839

Godard, Lewis 1837

Godfrey, George 1837

Gray, Richardson 1835

Groesbeck,Charles 1835,7

Groesbeck, Louis 1835

Groesbeck, William 1834

Grosbeck, Charles 1831,2

Grosbeck, Lewis 1831

Groll, John 1835

Guth, Frederick 1835

Hadden, Charles 1835

Haight, Alonzo 1835

Hammer, David 1925

Hartwell, Liberty 1848

Hastings, Eurotas 1837

Hastings, Eurotas 1835,7

Hatch, Charles b 1835

Herrington, Abram 1837

Hill, George W 1837

Hines, Michael 1837

Hollenbeck, Cornelius 1837

Howell, Robert 1837

Hummel, Vandeline 1834

Hunter, Philander 1838

Ingersoll, Justus 1837

Ingersoll, Nehemiah 1837,8

Ingham, William 1837

Jermain, Sylvanus 1838

Jerome, Edwin 1837

Keiser, Christopher 1835

Kirk, John M 1838

Knaggs, Monique 1835

Laderoute, Evangile 1837

Laderoute, Lambert 1835

Laderoute, Peter 1837

Lafferte, Jacques 1837

Lamphere, Archabald 1835

Lamphere, Varnum 1835

Langevin, Charles 1837

Leech, Gurdon 1837

Linn, Robert 1835

Linsley, Daniel 1835

Little, Thomas 1837

Lyons, Cornelius 1838

Mack, Andrew 1839

Mann, Harvey 1835,9

Mara, Cornelius 1839

Mccarty, John 1837

Mcgovran, John 1837

Miles, William 1838

Miller, Burnet 1837

Moore, Leprelette 1837

Moore, Reuben 1837

Morony, William 1837

Murrey, Obadiah 1839

Nolan, William 1837

Nowlan, James 1837

Nowlan, John 1835

Nowlan, John 1837

Odonnell, Patrick 1837

Omarra, James 1835

Parker, John s 1837

Phelan, Michael 1835

Phillips, Asaph 1835

Phillips, John 1835

Proniman, John 1835

Quick, Andrew 1837

Quick, Joseph 1837

Ramsey, Robert 1837

Rano, Martin 1835

Reeves, Garret 1835

Rhodes, Hiram 1837

Rhodes, Lyman 1837

Rickert, John 1835

Rinn, Timothy 1838

Ripley, David 1835

Rivard, Charles 1833,5

Rivard, Fabian 1833

Rivard, Victoire 1837

Rogan, Thomas 1837

Rood, Ezra 1837

Rowland, David 1837

Rude, Gideon 1837

Ryan, Michael 1837

Schermerhorn, John 1837

Shelly, Thomas 1837

Sherwood, Henry 1837

Smith, Harry 1833

Smith, Luman 1833

Smith, Ransom 1835

Smith, Robert 1838

Snow, Josiah 1837

Soper, Harris 1837

Spinnings, Mary 1839

Stackpole, Edward 1837

Stawch, George 1837

Stevins, Edwin 1838

Stoddard, Asa 1835,7

Strong, John 1841

Stuart, Robert 1838

Sullivan, Daniel 1838

Sullivan, Owens 1835

Tehen, Cornelius 1837

Tierney, Thomas 1835

Titus, Silas 1837

Torrey, Charles 1835,9

Torrey, Joseph 1846

Van Antwerp, Daniel 1835

Van Antwerp, Sarah 1837

Vedder, Aaron 1835

Walker, Phineas 1837

Ward, John 1835

Watrous, Andrew 1837

Williams, Gershom 1837,8

Wilson, Moses 1835

Wilson, Silas 1835

Winans, James 1837

Winder, John 1838

Winter, Frederick 1835

Witherell, Benjamin 1838

Wyckoff, Henry 1837

Wyckoff, Henry 1837

Yakes, Gabriel 1837
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There was often no transportation to the area and no roads. Most settlers were directed to other 

places which had better reputations. In 1825 the Erie Canal opened but ships had to be built. By 

the 1830s transportation was available. Settlers could buy a comfortable trip from the Atlantic 

Ocean to Detroit for less than $10. (Kern 18) Michigan's population grew from 9,000 non-

Indians to 29,000 in 1830, and to 212,000 by 1840. (Kern 18) “By 1850 .Michigan's immigrants 

from the Northwest outnumbered her immigrants from the South 45 to 1. (Kern 18) But Detroit 

had to overcome severe epidemics. People did not want to come thru Detroit and get a fatal 

disease. As all of these issues became favorable word got out east and settlers and speculators 

arrived in ship loads of hundreds.  Here are the original land patents for Warren Township . 

Underlined means they actually settled here creating a farm.



First Land Patent 

Buyers By Section
Section 1

Barker, Benjamin G 1837 

Barker, Benjamin G 1837 

Buell, Samuel 1837 

Burtis, John,

Mack, Andrew 1839 

Hartwell, Liberty 1848 

Jerome, Edwin,

Howell, Robert R 1837 

Snow, Josiah,

Fisk, George W H 1837 

Strong, John W 1841 

Williams, Gershom M 

1838 

Williams, Gershom M 

1837

Section 2

Adams, Charles S 1837 

Barker, Benjamin G 1837 

Bryant, Loring 1837 

Buell, Samuel 1837 

Gibbs, Samuel 1837 

Jerome, Edwin,

Howell, Robert R 1942 

Van Antwerp, Daniel 

1835 

Van Antwerp, Daniel 

1835 

Van Antwerp, Sarah 1837 

Williams, Gershom M  

1930

Section 3

Beufait, Louis 1835 

Beufait, Vital 1835 

Hadden, Charles D 1835 

Linsley, Daniel 1835 

Mann, Harvey 1839 

Mann, Harvey 1835 

Rickert, John L 1835 

Wilson, Moses W 1835

Section 4 

Gray, Richardson 1835 

Lamphere, Archabald

1835 

Lamphere, Varnum 1835

Ripley, David 1835 

Rowland, David H 1837

Spinnings, Mary 1839

Vedder, Aaron 1835

Section 5 

Bruce, James N 1835 

Bruce, James N 1837

Bruce, Thomas 1835 

Gillet, Peter 1833 

Haight, Alonzo 1835 

Lamphere, Varnum 1835 

Ward, John 1835 

Wilson, Silas 1835

Section 6 

Barton, Isaac W 1834 

Barton, John H 1835

Burton, John H 1837

Evans, Anna 1839

Murrey, Obadiah 1839 

Rude, Gideon 1837 

Smith, Harry 1833 

Smith, Luman 1833 

Walker, Phineas 1837

Section 7 

Brown, Cullen 1838

Ewers, Alvah 1837 

Ingersoll, Nehemiah 1837

Ingersoll, Nehemiah 1837

Section 8

Chase, David 1838

Chase, Jonathan 1837

Ewers, Alvah 1837

Ingersoll, Nehemiah 1837

Rogan, Thomas 1837

Stevins, Edwin 1838

Section 9

Burton, Ira 1835 

Chase, Jonathan 1837 

Colton, Almon 1837 

Denison, Mercy L 1835

Hastings, Eurotas P 1835 

Phillips, Asaph 1835 

Phillips, John 1835 

Torrey, Charles 1839 

Torrey, Charles 1835

Section 10 

Bailey, William 1837 

Davison, Enoch S 1837 

Davison, Joseph L 1837 

Glazier, Jenison F 1839 

Leech, Gurdon C 1837 

Smith, Ransom 1835 

Winder, John 1838

Section 11 

Barker, Benjamin G 1837 

Butler, Tertullus D 1837 

Godfrey, Jeremiah 1837 

Hastings, Eurotas P 1837

Winder, John 1838

Section 12 

Aldrich, Asquire W 1837 

Fassett, Charles A 1837 

Hastings, Eurotas P 1837 

Ingham, William S 1837 

Mccarty, John 1837 

Mcgovran, John 1837 

Miller, Burnet 1837 

Miller, Burnet 1837 

Nowlan, James 1837 

Titus, Silas 1837

Section 13 

Aldrich, Asquire W 1837 

Clark, Elias 1837 

Cook, Levi 1837 

Jermain, Sylvanus P 1838 

Miles, William S 1838 

Smith, Robert D 1838 

Winans, James D 1837

Section 14 

Dorsey, William 1837 

Godfrey, George C 1837 

Jerome, Edwin 1943 

Moore, Reuben,

Carpenter, William N 

1837 

Winans, James D 1837

Section 15 

Alexander, Gilman 1837 

Alexander, Gilman 1837 

Alexander, Gilman 1837 

Barber, Wilson 1837 

Doty, Ellis 1837 

Doty, Henry 1837 

Hunter, Philander 1838 

Soper, Harris 1837 

Stoddard, Asa 1835 

Stoddard, Asa 1837

None In Section 16

Section 17 

Barrows, Charles 1835 

Conant, Shubael 1838 

Hollenbeck, Cornelius 

1837 

Quick, Andrew V 1837 

Quick, Joseph H 1837 

Sherwood, Henry T 1837

Section 18  

Conant, Shubael 1838

Section 19  

Conant, Shubael 1837

Section 20 

Chicoine, Hubert 1837

Conant, Shubael 1837

Groesbeck, Charles 1837

Hatch, Charles B 1835

Section 21 

French, Joel 1837

Groesbeck, Charles 1837 

Knaggs, Monique 1835 

Laderoute, Evangile 1837

Laderoute, Lambert 1835

Laderoute, Peter 1837

Lafferte, Jacques 1837 

Langevin, Charles 1837 

Parker, John S 1837

Rhodes, Hiram M 1837

Yakes, Gabriel 1837 

Section 22 

Corey, Harris 1837 

Herrington, Abram 1837 

Little, Thomas,

Crane, James G 1837 

Nolan, William 1837

Parker, John S 1837

Ramsey, Robert 1837

Rhodes, Lyman E 1837

Watrous, Andrew M 

1837

Section 23

Ambrose, Ruel 1837

Crouly, Michael 1837

Godard, Lewis 1837

Hill, George W 1837

Howell, Robert R 1936

Lyons, Cornelius 1838

Morony, William,

Stackpole, Edward 1837

Rinn, Timothy 1838

Section 24 

Ambrose, Ruel 1838

Bird, Joseph 1837

Bird, Joseph 1838

Hammer, David G 1925

Jermain, Sylvanus P 1838

Schermerhorn, John 1837

Wyckoff, Henry 1837

Section 25 

Bolam, George 1835

Day, Willet C 1835

Wyckoff, Henry S 1837

Section 26-

Cummins, Michael 1838

Dullea, Maurice 1838

Godard, Lewis 1837

Hines, Michael 1837

Kirk, John M 1838

Odonnell, Patrick 1837

Rood, Ezra 1837

Ryan, Michael 1837

Sullivan, Daniel 1838

Tehen, Cornelius 1837

Section 27 

Rhodes, Hiram M 1837 

Rhodes, Lyman E 1837 

Campbell, Alexander 

1835

Nolan, William 1837

Ryan, Michael 1837 

Shelly, Thomas 1837

Sullivan, Owens 1835 

Ryan, Michael 1837 

Section 28 

Campbell, Alexander 

1835 

Desgrandchamps, 

Celestin,

Desgrandchamps, Pierre 

1839 

Desgrandchamps, 

Francois 1835 

Giron, Joseph,

Avette, Felix 1835 

Groesbeck, Louis 1835 

Groesbeck, Louis 1835

Groesbeck, William 1834 

Grosbeck, Lewis 1831 

Grosbeck, Lewis 1831 

Ingersoll, Nehemiah 

1838 

Section 29 

Conant, Shubael 1837

Section 30 

Conant, Shubael 1837

Section 31  

Conant, Shubael 1837

Section 32  

Conant, Shubael 1837

Section 33 

Groesbeck, Charles 1835 

Grosbeck, Charles 1831 

Grosbeck, Charles 1832 

Ingersoll, Justus 1837

Rivard, Charles 1833

Rivard, Charles 1835 

Rivard, Fabian 1833 

Tierney, Thomas 1835 

Section  34

Butler, Patrick 1835 

Dalton, Michael 1844 

Groesbeck, Charles 1835 

Mara, Cornelius 1839

Nowlan, John 1835 

Nowlan, John 1837

Omarra, James 1835

Phelan, Michael 1835 

Reeves, Garret 1835 

Rivard, Victoire 1837

Witherell, Benjamin F,

Brown, Cullen, 

Stuart, Robert 1838 

Section  35

Cook, John 1837

Gies, Henry 1835

Groll, John 1835

Keiser, Christopher 1835

Moore, Leprelette H 1837

Rano, Martin 1835

Stawch, George J 1837

Witherell, Benjamin F,

Brown, Cullen,

Stuart, Robert 1838

Section  36

Canto, John 1835

Curtis, Israel 1831

Desnoyers, Peter J 1837

Eggert, John 1835

Groll, John 1835

Guth, Frederick 1835

Hummel, Vandeline 1834

Linn, Robert 1835

Proniman, John 1835

Torrey, Joseph W 1846

Winter, Frederick 1835
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Abel Warren enlisted and served his country as 
a soldier in 1812 holding the rank of Sergeant. 
[54] He was seriously wounded and taken 
prisoner at the battle of Queenstown Heights. 
Having near death experiences in the war and as 
a British prisoner made him aware of the value 
of life." “As a pioneer local preacher, he was 
abundant in labors, traveling on foot at times 
twenty-four miles on the Sabbath and preaching 
three times, and that after a hard week’s work on 
the farm, and preaching as regularly as any 
stationed, preacher, and spending most of the 
winters in special revival work, in Macomb, St 
Clair and Oakland Counties, in which hundreds 
were converted, thus helping to lay the basis on 
which rests the magnificent, moral and social 
superstructure of this beautiful region of 
country.”[55].  Abe had promised God that if he 
came out of the war alive he would preach the 
message of Jesus which was Love one Another 
and to treat others as one would want to be 
treated himself. He did just that in addition to 
helping the new settlers solve problems and find 
resources.  Abel Warren had a very pleasant 
personality.  He helped the new settlers. He 
walked all over the Warren area preaching the 
Golden Rule and Love and Kindness. 

Our waters were so pure in 1820 that you could see the 

bottom of Lake St Clair and the rivers also including the 

Detroit River. [45] Now all you see green poison.  Even 

many of our beaches have to be closed often in the 

summer because of the pollution.  Our air was also pure. 

Our ground water was pure. That is our water and our 

air and our ground water flowing under the land. By the 

way there is more water underground than above.

Corporations seeking more profits were allowed by 

legislators to pollute the water air and soil.  Our fish in 

the great lakes are now still so filled with dangerous 

chemicals that they are unsafe to eat.  Our air is so 

deadly thousands of people are dying from it. Our 

groundwater is now also polluted.  Water filters are 

needed to get good water.

Why are corporations still allowed to pollute our 

water, air and ground?  Answer is legislators are 

allowed to accept bribes from corporations in one way 

or another.  Money talks and buys legislative action.  

This won’t be stopped until the public pays attention 

and it is already too late as our water, air and even 

ground water are polluted with poison and it is killing 

people now. 

Nestle a Swiss owned company pays only $200 a year 

to pump out millions of gallons of Michigan ground 

water and then sell it for millions of dollars in profit. A 

small tax on that water could help Michigan repair its 

roads and Nestle would still make millions but certain 

legislators who have received corporate bribes are 

stopping this tax bill from being passed to the detriment 

of all of us. [46]

In 1834 seven percent of the population died in a 

month from cholera and other causes. [47](Silas Farmer 

p49) With epidemics, often family members were laid 

side by side in common graves. Many people died of 

conditions we have cures for now. (Even now we need 

more medical research into the prevention of diseases.) 

Many children died young.  In 1918-1919 there was a 

terrible influenza epidemic that killed thousands of 

persons in Michigan and an estimated 25 million people 

world wide.[48] There were so many orphans that an 

orphan asylum was active in Detroit. [49]

War hero Rev Abel (Aba) Warren settled in just 

north of Warren in the summer of 1824.[49] Settlers 

came from the eastern United States and from many 

lands.  Charles Groesbeck settled in Section 33 

Sherwood at 8 ½ in 1830. [50] Then Charles Rivard in 

1831 in Section 35. Others followed. Louis Groesbeck  

made a homestead at the northwest corner of 12 Mile 

and Mound.  The name first used to describe the area 

was Warren's Circuit or Abe's or Aba's Circuit because 

there was no formal name for it yet. [51] The Beebe 

family settled near the Creek Road that ran along the 

Red Run Creek. Later on planks were laid across the 

marshy area of Mound south of Creek road and a toll 

gate was constructed and run by John L Beebe, to pay 

for the labor that went into the plank paving.[52] This 

spot then became known as Beebe's corners. [53]
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Being the first licensed reverend in these parts he 

married more settlers’ children & officiated at 

more funerals and baptisms and preached at more 

barn meetings than anyone else. [56] Once while 

making his way on a trail in the Warren wilderness 

he encountered a bear on the trail.  He prayed for 

power from God to overcome this adversary.  He 

told the bear to get off of the trail and the bear did.  

Abel Warren is listed in most history books of 

Macomb, Oakland, and Lapeer Counties.  Historian 

George Fuller in “Historic Michigan” states Abe 

was “universally respected and beloved by all 

classes, and people of all creeds.”  And so it 

happened that this war hero became particularly 

beloved to the early pioneers and was held in very 

high esteem so much so that the area near the 

village of Warren was called Abe’s circuit or 

Warren’s circuit. The area was later named Aba 

Township (a mispronunciation of his name) [57]

and on March 26, 1839 it was renamed Warren 

Township.  Historian Harold Stilwell favored Abel 

Warren as the person who Warren Township was 

named after. The Warren City Council decided in 

the 1950s to name the city after another Warren[58]

who never set foot in Warren and had died 64 years 

earlier. This person was Dr Joseph Warren born in 

Roxbury, Mass. 11 June, 1741; died in 

Charlestown, Mass., 17 June, 1775 in The Battle of 

Bunker Hill. [59] Both of these Warrens were war 

heroes, had honorable lives and both deserve to be 

remembered.  But which one was actually the one 

they named the Township after is not important. 

We know that the pioneers admired their friend 

Abel Warren.  We are reasonably sure that they for 

the most part did not even know about Joseph 

Warren.  His name may have been just picked off a 

list of deserving candidates from the Revolutionary 

war.  So let’s honor both of them.  The Warren 

name honors two great men both named Warren.  

And it honors a great pioneer family.  It is the right 

thing to do and it is what the pioneers themselves 

would have wanted.  Log loads moved easier with 

water poured in front of the rails which became ice.

Cooking was done outside until a fireplace could 

be constructed.  The pioneers came with few tools 

and against terrific odds met with determination what 

modern people would term impossible problems. 

Imagine for a moment being left completely on your 

own in a forest wilderness with no: insect repellent, 

house or shelter no super markets, restaurants or fast 

food places, no showers no electricity, no appliances, 

no telephone, no power saws, no gas heat, no running 

waters no cars, tractors or trucks, no machines, no 

radios, TV no packaged foods, drinks, no paper 

products, no street, no police, no coffee, no credit 

cards, no job, no toilets no toilet paper. Pioneers 

felled the trees drained wet areas, constructed 

shelters, and tilled the land. All food had to be 

gathered from wild plants or hunted then butchered 

outside.  Everything had to be made by hand.  Almost 

everything had to be done outside in the heat, cold, 

rain or snow and mosquitoes. If he had livestock, 

pens had to be built, trees and brush cleared and crops 

planted between the stumps. Life for the first settlers 

was extremely difficult. Warren sprouted a Tavern, 

trading post, distillery, a mill and later other 

businesses. It has been reported that the main 

industries in the early days of the village other than 

farming was making of bricks (Hartzig, Trombly, 

Grobbel) saw mills, flour and feed mills, and wagon 

and buggy making. “On April 3, 1837 a number of 

citizens met at the home of Louis Groesbeck to 

organize the government of the Township.[60] From 

that point on we had decent civil government, with  

justices of the peace.  There was an armed County 

Sheriff and judges to enforce laws. But it was a 

wilderness with stump farms and dirt trails. Kunrod’s

corners was a name for 10 Mile and Sherwood.[61]

The family was in the area since 1840 and bought 

tavern property in 1883 and 1885. Have not seen 

anything about a tavern there before that. See my 

DVD for more. Wolves were a problem.  A pack of 

them could  bring down a Buffalo. Birds and insects 

ate crops.
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Cooking was done outdoors until safe fireplaces could 

be built inside. The hearth provided heat, light, cooking,

drying, social area, but it had some bad fumes and was 

labor intensive, inefficient and dangerous. 

It was replaced by the stove.

29

Log cabins took many trees to build and were cold in winter.  Usually a lot of little uninvited 

guests could sneak in as they usually were at ground level with a dirt floor.  At first either nothing 

or animal hides were used for windows.  Window shutters were closed to protect during winter 

and during storms. Roofs were problematic either leaking water or an occasional critter. Which is 

why there was a canopy over the bed. No privacy as usually they had only one room and a loft.



Daily Activities   The Diary of an American Farmer 

in Michigan [62] shows how life was in the late 

1800s. It shows: what was done each day, where 

they went, what the family did, the weather 

conditions in Michigan, daily happenings, births 

and deaths that in some cases were not recorded by 

the government. It is a treasure of daily information 

of that era.  Farm life in was dictated by the season 

and the weather. There were no weather forecasts. 

Weather just happened when it did with little or no 

warning. Winter forced everyone inside a lot more. 

Much time was spent tending the fire. The chores 

still had to be done. That meant the animals had to 

be fed, watered and pens cleaned. Cows had to be 

milked twice a day. Wood had to be gathered cut in 

small sections and repairs worked on. A bed canopy 

caught critters that fell from the ceiling. Winter was 

a time to do spinning of wool or flax and to do 

weaving and husking. The family was almost 

continually busy with things that needed to be done 

like husking corn, breaking beans, making and 

repairing things. Trips to the outhouse were not fun 

in the winter or bad weather or safe at night due to 

wild animals like wolves and bears. That is why 

many had a chamber pot. Not used for cooking. 

Roofs and buildings had to be protected from ice 

and snow damage. Kids went to school regardless 

of the weather. (part of their job) Spring on the farm 

was welcome relief from the cold and from being 

indoors. Repairing the tools plowing and sowing 

were the big items. Hopefully you had enough seeds 

to do the job. The boys could get out of school if 

their dad needed them but often it was hard work. 

Preparing tools, ground preparation, cleaning, 

planting, weeding and fixing had to be done. 

Summer on the farm was in the heat, no school, but 

lots of mosquitoes, Summer work: weeding, often 

by hand in the sun and heat, cultivation and 

hopefully no one got sick. Late June strawberry 

season and sore backs from picking. July raspberry 

picking and preserving. Early August corn was 

ready to be harvested. Late summer was the most 

difficult time of the year with harvesting work. 

Often from sunrise to sunset. Fourth of July holiday 

community picnics, food games, fun, fiddle music 

singing dancing seeing that favorite girl or boy from 

other farms. Sometimes romance. Wild berries had 

to be picked, dried or preserved. Autumn harvest 

time for beans, potatoes, squash, cabbage, wheat, 

oats, rye, apples, and other crops. 

Split rail fence was common
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Last Indian dwelling

Mindas

Peck farm 

which by Red 

Run. Shearing 

the sheep.



Farm Animals provided food, transportation, income, and 

clothing but had to be fed, housed and looked after daily.
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MAKING CLOTHING
Pioneers often left most of what they had and could 

only bring with them what they could carry.  They 

most often had only two sets which did not include 

shoes.  One was to wear and the other to wear when 

the first was being boiled. (to kill varmints)  

Virtually everyone was a farmer with very little 

money.  They could not get money until they had 

enough of a crop  that was not needed to eat or for 

seed to sell    Farmers used flax, and animal fibers to 

spin and then to weave or knit into clothing.  

Sometimes animal hides were scraped clean tanned 

worked to be broken into softer clothing then sewed 

together to make clothing.  Drop spindles were used 

if they did not own a spinning wheel which was 

more efficient.  After fibers were spun into yarn it 

could be woven or knitted. Furs and clothing and 

quilts stuffed with bird down or cattail or other 

fluffy fillings were warm.  Quilts were often made 

from scraps.  Leather was strong. 

Nothing was wasted.
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Rain water was collected as it was pure.  Later big 

cisterns were built into basements where rain water 

from roofs was collected. That gave free water.

We could do that today and save money. 

The housewife made preserves, jellies and preserved 

various foods for the winter. Various crops like potatoes, 

pumpkins, and apples were stored in the cellar. Corn had 

to be cut, shocked and husked often everyone had to help. 

Late fall the children returned to school. The sleighs and 

snowshoes were prepared for use when the snow hit. 

There were no snow blowers. Sometimes there were 

winter community events, ice skating, sledding, spelling 

bees and social gatherings. Sundays there were church 

services. Some evenings there were singins, sugar socials, 

hops, dances. The good of the Good Old Days: In general 

life was slower paced, less hectic than now. Everyone 

worked even children had chores. There was in most 

families (not all) Love and Kindness and cooperation. It 

was thru cooperation that they survived. American settlers 

were for the most part "civilized." They had respect for 

each other and acted toward others as they would want

to be treated themselves. We call that the Golden Rule. 

Children were taught to be responsible for their actions. 

Everyone had their job to do. Everyone pulled their own 

weight. Fathers were strict. Boys and sometimes girls 

who disobeyed were whipped with a willow switch, or 

spanked on behind but seldom abused. Ask old timers 

they mostly say the results were better than today. 

(permissiveness) The Air and Water were Pure. People 

worked harder physically but were usually happier.

There was singins, barn dances, preachins , barn raising 

Bees, plowin and quilting Bees. If you read Daniel 

Stewart's Diary (See it in my archive) there was even a 

farmers traveling band. If you visited a neighbor you 

would most likely be invited for dinner. Train trips on the 

old Steam trains; Less pressure and stress; Few if any bills 

to pay.  No telemarketers; Good Hunting with lots of 

wildlife. Local citizens were aware of what went on in the 

community and any threats to it. They could and did 

muster minutemen to defend the community on

a few minutes notice.   In winter with the dirt roads 

covered with ice and snow sometimes the only workable 

way to get around was walk, ride a horse or use a sleigh. 

A sleigh was the fastest and safest way.

I was told this was at Ten mile and Van Dyke

2 bobs turn 

better

Skating & shoe 

sliding on 

frozen creeks

Oxen sled haul 

maple sap

Bunert farm 33



Old Old time recreation  For recreation in these old 

days there was first of all walking the crops, buggy 

rides, horse riding, picnics barbecues good 

wholesome food. Winter sleigh riding, and ice 

sliding, sledding and skating. Kids made snow forts 

and had snowball battles. Bond fire or smaller 

campfire stories, singing. There was visiting 

neighbors, barn raisings, house raisings, husking 

bees threshing parties, singins and social gatherings, 

often at or sponsored by the local churches, 

sometimes for young people called hops and sugar 

socials where young people could meet sometimes 

resulting in marriages. There were often fiddlers or 

other musicians, Local farmers daughters married 

local farmers sons. There were square dances, old 

time games, foot races, jumping, wrestling, pitching, 

tug of war, marching and singing games. Contests 

often included bobbing for apples, pie eating, 

greased pig, three legged race, potato sac race. There 

was a little drinking of hard cider often served by 

politicians at election parties. Sometimes the circus 

came to a nearby town. People were happy they felt 

that they were members of a community. They cared 

for each others welfare, (unlike now where most are 

alienated) There was a feeling of community a sense 

of pride and security most families had rifles used 

against intruders, to get food and for the occasional 

sheriff posse hunting down a criminal.  Michigan 

became a State 1837.  At this time Warren was just 

beginning to be settled. Soon saw mills were set up 

to cut logs into boards which were better for 

building. Detroit. Eastern Market was founded in 

1841(our farmers sold produce there. The population 

of Warren Township was 249 in 1837, 337 in 1840, 

and 421 in 1845.[63] The new immigrants were 

mostly, from New England. Transportation in our 

area for most of its history was by foot or show 

shoes and canoe. There were no roads at all. There 

were foot trails thru the woods. A stage ran from 

Detroit to Utica brought mail in the 1830s. Beebe’s 

was about half way. The State Road was located on 

present day Sherwood road. The little settlement 

located near what is now Ten Mile road and 

Sherwood was called Kunrod’s corners. [64] The so 

called road was so poor that 
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it probably jousted passengers around and could be 

so muddy as to stop travel. This led to a railroad 

built along State Road running from Detroit to 

Shelby & Utica about 1838. [65] At first it had 

wooden rails, poles strapped to logs then later iron 

rails. The single railroad car was pulled by horses. 

Later iron straps were placed on top of the wood 

but these proved dangerous. After 1840 rough 

housing shelters were replaced with log cabins. 

Farmers cut down the forests, broke the tough 

topsoil with ploughs. Horses were not strong 

enough to break up thick grass prairies. Oxen could 

do that better. First there were plantings of corn and 

vegetables planted between girdled trees and tree 

stumps as the ground was not ready for wheat. 

These stump farms of the 1830s and 1840s 

gradually became improved farms with well tilled 

soil, fences, livestock pens, & orchards. Frame 

houses replaced log cabins. Farms were improved.  

The use of horses and other animals for 

transportation declined after invention of the 

automobile. US Civil War 1861-1865 was a painful 

war in which 700,000 died. [65] Many died painful 

deaths lasting for many hours. Over one half of the 

military age population served in the Union Army. 

15,000 Michigan soldiers gave their lives to[66]

preserve our country. (90,000 1 in 11 served served 

23% of the males) These deaths could have actually 

been avoided had intelligent reasoning prevailed.  

They had not learned from history. The Detroit Free 

Press called for a negotiated settlement. In 1861 

Virginia tried to organize a peace conference to 

avoid war by finding non violent solutions to the 

nation's problems.[67] Foolishly these efforts were 

ignored dooming thousands. The men below drove 

a bayonet through each other. They never met and 

had nothing against each other. 

What did killing each other solve? 
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Many wars could have been avoided and are 

unnecessary as there are much better ways to 

resolve disputes. Thousands murdered needlessly Battle of Gettysburg 1863.  50,000 casualties

John McGuire

Many suffered greatly from the terrible pain 

of wounds and loss of limbs and families lost 

dear family members then forced into poverty.

Why do humans for thousands of years keep killing each 

other when they can resolve disputes by discussions?  We 

keep sending our young people off to die in needless wars. 

If humans won’t put an end to wars then technology might 

by creating Gorts. Look at the current “War on Terror” 

8,000 of our young Americans killed and no end to

it. History says more wars coming thousands more

will die if humans don’t stop this insanity.



used as

pack 

Animals.

Get a horse.
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Large families were common. Needed kids to work 

to survive.

How laundry was done

Minda cabin 9 Mile

at Ryan

Fishing at Conner’s Creek
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Alertness &Weapons were absolutely 

necessary for self defense as proven 

by history

Looking at history thousands of peaceful farmers were killed by warriors. 



Much time was spent husking corn, 

breaking beans, and cutting wood.

Flax 

fibers 

were

also 

spun

Steam Iron

Corn cobb cork
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Above:  I took this foto in late 

1960s at the Weier sawmill. 

Below are two of his engines.  

The rest we have not been able 

to ID.   The top  and middle left 

side fotos show the same boy 

and girl. Have been told all are 

Warren area.

Sawmills were big business
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Doctors before 1900 had little medical 
knowledge and few medicines to work with 
and they were often ineffective. There were 
no pain pills. There was a Dr William 
Simonds who often got paid in chickens 
according to his family which historian 
Wesley Arnold interviewed. See more about 
Dr Garrison, Dr John Flynn, Doctor W H 
Smith and other local doctors and also info on 
fires, droughts, floods, many notable persons 
and many other topics on my website. Beebe’s 
settlement grew and was incorporated as 
Warren Village in 1893.[69] Several 
merchants set up on Mound at Chicago Road. 
Later the village had gasoline lamps installed 
for evening lighting with A.C Lyons as 
lamplighter. He had married John Beebe's 
daughter and was also the village clerk just 
after his brother in law Charles Beebe. There 
were  hundreds of merchants over the years. 
See my website for them. You can also read 
there about the “King of Warren,” and other 
interesting persons.  See my huge Who’s Who 
in the archive or website. 
http://dogoodforall.today

The Black smith made and fitted horse shoes, 
and things of heavy metal like iron.  Some of 
these guys are now in Warren Union 
Cemetery. See my Who’s Who [70]

Tin smith also called white smith made 

items from thin metal.  See above.

Warren Twp Population 1850 700-750. 1854 997, 1860 

1335, 1864 1468, 1870 1938, 1874 2214, 1880 2401, 1884 

2384, 1890 2423, 1894 2592. 1904 2498. Walter C. Piper 

bought farms off of Van Dyke north of Eight Mile Road and 

resold them into 35 ft lots at low prices. He named streets in 

Southern Warren after cars. Hupmobile, Hudson, Maxwell, 

Dodge, Ford, Federal Truck Co, Cadillac, Timkin, Essex.
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Village Rug 
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Bunert-Weier Farm

Snow on Bunert Road
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My friend Fred Weier the last farmer of Warren told me the

school district took family land including the Green-Bidel-

Bunert-Indian-Cemetery to build Briarwood school near it. 

The 10 foot high shrub covered 30 foot in diameter, sandy

mound looked like an island that kids climbed up with their

bikes and sleds to coast down for many years, was hauled 

off as fill dirt. One receiver of fill dirt complained there was 

human remains in it. School kids, had also started bringing

in human remains from it for show and tell. Surprise!  So 

Wm Duross was hired and exhumed 40 human remains which were 

reburied in Clinton Grove. Fred told me that his grandma said that 

Indians would come there, stay awhile and leave when the sun was 

in a certain place and he told me of a pioneer who carried his dead 

child there. I have done research on this cemetery. Also there is the 

Indian woman aberration and other sightings by unsuspecting home 

owners. Pioneer remains with fill dirt were scattered far and wide.

Bunert school being moved

Chickens eat almost anything and produce eggs

Bunert family

Bunert House
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There is a lot more to go in these first 300 summary pages but since many people don’t get past the 

first 50 we wanted to as least mention some of what we should learn from History.  

Contemporary History

This is not an old useless dead history this is a modern history that 

people can learn from. 
Recent history is often more important than old time history because of the rapid advancement of 

technology and of change which is accelerating. ( Remember I teach about Technology at the College 

level.) Also threatening now is the growth of Big Brothers around the world including the USA. For 

those of you who are winking an eye at this you had better wake up and look at China today. Big 

Brothers are in every citizens life big time and affecting their lives and even taking their lives. 

We had better learn from history or we are doomed to repeat stupid mistakes 

from the past. Here are a few things we might consider: 
Too many people have been killed or otherwise died needlessly and with needless pain and suffering.  

And the same for thousands of species of animals.  When we are losing millions of species now. It 

will affect our source for future drugs and antibiotics as they often the source. Also as Peter, Paul and 

Mary often sang “How many deaths will it take”…to know that “TOO MANY PEOPLE HAVE 

DIED?” They have killed over 10,000 Americans since 2000 (8,400 of our young people in 

Afghanistan and Iraq) needlessly because we did not learn from history and they are still being killed 

there recently in this cesspool in a useless wasted war now going on 20 years with no end in sight.  

Was it worth even one of our young persons lives? There are much better ways to solve problems 

than killing each other such as diplomacy, discussion, fact finding, mediation, science and even 

games or perhaps just get out of the cesspool.

Also people are dying every day because they cannot afford medications or treatment because 

medical corporations are demanding excess profits with CEOs being paid many millions while 

people die. The problem is the Rich the greedy and the corporations are hogging the profits not 

paying workers well. But if we look at history that problem has been solved in about 30 other 

countries which are even poorer than us.  They have successful good universal health care. We need 

to end corporate favoritism and corporate welfare and elect congress members who will work for us 

not corporations.  Decent health care is a human right.   We need to use science not ignore it to solve 

problems. Science, caring, cooperation and wise management have done more for mankind than 

anything else. We need more research into prevention and cures for diseases and antibiotics because 

the bad bacteria are becoming drug resistant faster than we are finding new antibiotics. And we need 

to find ways to stop bad viruses. 

Humans need to understand each other particularly in emergencies. We need a common language 

that is easy to learn for all of the world’s people. See page 190 about a solution using the scientifically 

developed International Vocabulary of which you already know 2000 words and in 10 minutes a day 

you could become fluent in this language and be able to understand people in 120 countries. Also it is 

an easy college credit as it is so easy to learn.  See esperanto.net   We have been able in America to 

create ample for all and abundance for all.  Walmart has almost everything people need except 

affordable health care, housing, and cars.  Soon automation (Bots and robots) will replace humans in 

60% of common jobs. So we will need to create a basic income for all as welfare is not workable.  If 

solar panels are installed in as many places as possible and the electric companies buy the free power 

from them and the profit from this huge amount of free solar power put in a fund and every citizen 

given an equal share, it would create a basic income for all and end welfare.  People could still work 

for extra income. It would be a win win for all.

We can learn from mistakes. We can together find better ways of doing things and share them and 

improve things.  Visit my Improving Things for All Think Tank group on Facebook. Your ideas are 

welcome and needed. 
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This little FREE book can save lives because it has important 

things not taught in school that young people need to know.  It 

is positive, success oriented, warns about things that threaten 

lives such as drugs, negative thinking and not putting safety 

first. 

Download it for free from 

http://dogoodforall.today
Or get it from Amazon Books for 

Kindle for 99ȼ
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Also on above website or Amazon are many other useful books by Professor Wes 

such “5,000 Scholarships”, How to get FREE Solar Power, Comprehensive Indexes 

to both Warren Union Cemetery and St Clement Cemetery, Modern Languages 

Compared  Research on language Learning Difficulty, The Easiest Language and 

fastest learnable and the University Research Behind it with International 

Vocabulary, Abundance for all How to Make it Happen, Pioneer Cemeteries of 

Warren Township and much  more.

http://dogoodforall.today/
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